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• All wholesale communities will now pay $90 million more annually with the lease 
and bankruptcy, including: a $50 million lease payment, a $4.5 million low 
income assistance program (WRAP), $25 million for pensions (for 9 years with 
no City payment), and $7 million to run the new separate GLWA regional system.  
These higher costs are the equivalent of a 10% rate increase. 

 
• We were promised that savings would offset the higher costs.  Because these 

savings are still uncertain, we believed the lease payment should only be paid if 
the savings are achieved.  This process would ensure that Detroit and the 
suburbs’ goals are aligned for the benefit of all ratepayers. 

 
• All wholesale communities should be treated the same; unfortunately that is not 

the case.  Unlike other communities, Detroit will not pay the GLWA for all the 
water it uses and is billed. Detroit instead will only pay the GLWA the amount it 
collects from its customers.  We know that despite the recent shuts offs, the 
collection of unpaid Detroit bills has not improved.  As a result, the GLWA will 
always be short the cash.  Other communities pay the full amount billed and 
owed, regardless of what they collect.  Detroit should be required to fully 
backstop and pay their full bill with their own funds. 

 
• The $50 million lease payment is not required to be used for Detroit infrastructure 

repairs.  Instead, Detroit can pay their common to all debt which was previously 
funded through their rates.  Therefore, the lease payment can subsidize and 
lower Detroit’s rates.  In fact, the Detroit City Council is using $14.4 million of the 
lease payment to reduce their 2015 rate increase by 5%-6%.  Instead of a 7.5% 
water increase, their rate would need to have increased by 12.5%-13.5%.  This 
rate subsidy is now built into their rates and will be difficult to eliminate.  There 
will also be pressure to use additional lease amounts should the requested 
Detroit affordability program be illegal.  We believe the lease payment should 
only be used to fund Detroit repairs, so that water loss will be reduced and all 
ratepayers will benefit. 

Macomb County voted against the lease because we wanted a fair regional system with adequate 
long-term protections and an equal partnership for the increased lease costs.  We hope our concerns 
prove to be unfounded and that today’s verbal promises are kept.  Many of the promised savings could 
have been achieved by the existing Water Commissioners including staffing reductions, closure of 
water treatment plants, improved post-bankruptcy bond ratings, and reduced long-term liabilities 
achieved through bankruptcy. Now that the lease has been approved, we would like to hear more 
about the GLWA’s plan for greater savings, increasing customers, and lowering future rate increases. 
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• Unlike the Cobo Hall Authority where each County gets one vote, Detroit has two 
votes on the GLWA, and can effectively block policy changes that have benefited 
Detroit in the past.  They can also prevent the enforcement of certain lease 
protections.  Without Detroit’s cooperation, nothing can get done.  
 

 We believed the State should have resolved Highland Park’s $25 million in 
unpaid bills that is being paid by the suburbs.  The State requested DWSD to 
assist Highland Park, and despite three State appointed Emergency Managers, 
the suburbs have been stuck with the bill.  Court actions, facilitations, and 
judgments have so far proven unsuccessful and the unpaid bill continues to grow. 
 

• Unfortunately with the “gag order”, we were not allowed to explain the lease to 
the public or communities prior to its approval.  We believed a bad deal was 
worse than no deal. A better deal could have been negotiated outside of 
bankruptcy and without a gag order, where input could have been received from 
all affected communities. 

 

• The lease protections are too little, likely won’t be effective, and leave a great 
deal of uncertainty.  The Budget Stabilization Fund to help cover an increase in 
Detroit’s unpaid bills is too small (20%), is not funded by Detroit rates (but with 
the lease premium), and will not get implemented until two years after the 
increased bad debt has occurred.  Detroit’s 2 votes could also block the 
enforcement.  If GLWA elects to set Detroit’s retail rates and enforce shutoffs, it 
could potentiality increase unpaid bills if it is perceived that the suburbs are being 
punitive. There is also no adequate enforcement of the Budget Compliance 
requirements if Detroit does not live within its budget. The lease agreement 
requires the cooperation of all and despite the best of intentions, the lease is a 40 
year contract that will far outlive the current participants.  
 

• The forecast estimated nearly 10% water rate increases in each of the next 2 
years.  We believe the actual rates could be higher.  The forecast was only for 4 
years (not 10 years as outlined in the MOU), assumed too optimistic Detroit 
revenue assumptions, only half the annual capital investments made over the 
past 10 years, and higher water sales volumes than in the past 2 years.  The 
forecast does not begin to offset the $1.6 billion lost over the past 8 years.  The 
forecast also calls for deviating from the current revenue capital financing policy 
by increasing debt by $0.5 billion to $6 billion. Even with the stated 4% revenue 
goal (not a 4% limit), rates will be increasing far more than 4%. 
 

• There are a number of outstanding issues that must be resolved before the 
GLWA can be operational.  We would have preferred to have these issues 
resolved before the lease was approved.  The issues include: permit transfers, 
shared services agreement, master bond ordinance, bond holder consents, 
determining GLWA unfunded pension liabilities, an agreement that the GLWA will 
only fund its own pension liabilities, WRAP development, and local contract 
reassignments.  The GLWA effective date is scheduled for no later than January 
1, 2016, but can be extended by the GLWA board.   
 

• Each model water contract community must approve the reassignment of their 
DWSD contract to the GLWA.  It is unknown how many contracts must be 
reassigned to gain the necessary bond market approval for the GLWA to become 
operational.  The reassignment cannot be unreasonably withheld.  Some believe 
the reassignment process provides an obligation to review the contract in 
light of the new GLWA lease and to determine whether Detroit’s new 
wholesale contract with the GLWA violates the most favored nations clause 
found in the current model water contract.  If the GLWA does not become 
operational, existing community contracts with the DWSD remain valid. 

 
 


